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Abstract: With the development of science and technology and the emergence of Web services, a new SOA architecture has been widely used, which can better complete software development. On this basis, this paper analyzes the software development method of SOA architecture. Firstly, the characteristics and development advantages of SOA architecture are briefly summarized; secondly, through specific application examples, specific SOA Software development methods are summarized; finally, the development of teaching management system based on SOA is introduced.

1. Introduction

The service system based on SOA Software development needs to be constructed from three aspects: service consumer, service provider and service publisher. Service systems play different roles in the structure. Service center plays the role of request execution and function optimization. Although the goal is set before software development, the specific structure optimization may be affected by the network operating environment. In order to determine the goal of the service provider, the programming language written in the software development process can play a link role in the structure, and the actual development goal also represents the role of the circuit in the actual software operation. If the software development process needs to continue to optimize the functional design, it needs to continue to optimize the set development goals. In a service-oriented architecture component, developers' functional goals and expected functions should also be set. Software goals can be combined with each other when they are implemented, but for architecture development problems. Strict distinction will be made on the functional objectives, and the corresponding database will remain stable in the process of functional realization[1]. In the structural functional verification guided by service architecture, the functional objectives will focus on the software development stage and the mutual control and connection between service architectures.

2. Software Development Method Of Soa Architecture

Architecture based software program components can be built with a single configuration. Furthermore, a plurality of assembly language programs can be coupled to form software that is executing programs. The software program server of the accessed object describes the target and integrates the described data information according to the function[2]. As a result, software program editing can effectively update and obtain data information of network environment. The service architecture is based on the business requirements and software program construction technology that can realize more efficient service system deployment. Through the mutual control between the program assembly and various functions, the mutual combination between the application of the software assembly language and the functional structure system will inevitably take place between the structure and the functional decision. In order to realize the function connection of software development through program assembly, the optimization mode needs to be determined. The program assembly system based on the structure system can design the overall structure of the field, which can not only save time for program configuration, but also avoid the mutual interference of programs.
3. SOA Architecture

3.1. SOA Software Development Method

In the construction of the construction system, the method of developing and using the software is decided first. Software development is also based on objective functions. Select the basic service equipment to build the structure system. This can sort out the user's various use needs, clarify the access direction, and establish the software program database on the network. Based on the database wizard, users can meet their own needs when querying software information[3]. Consumers play the role of setting goals in software development, and the actual functions are also reflected in the structural system. However, there are some hidden necessary conditions in the actual development process. Due to this requirement, the software is not reflected in the normal state. In order to make the software reach the best state in operation, it is necessary to perform the database press control of the hidden function. That is, in the network connection, the hidden database setting needs to be set to the software development state. Once the information obtained in the network environment matches the hidden function, in order to understand the corresponding function and control selection, it is easier for users to think of the software. Software development method is the key to realize the following functions. In any state, SOA architecture is very different from traditional software. It is more powerful and can meet the needs of different directions[4]. In this software development, because the purpose of use is initially determined by the assembly of the software program, it can adapt to different application directions in the development stage. Software development and structural system decisions need to reflect multiple directions.
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3.2. SOA Function Implementation Technology

The implementation of SOA functions is based on existing key technologies. The existing technology mainly integrates software functions into the system. The identified functions are integrated and integrated into the integrated database through integration. In the existing functional technology and software control process, there are database docking obstacles, there are docking obstacles. This method can be further improved. The implementation of this function needs to establish a standardized framework. Especially in the stage of network interface selection, it is necessary to design and develop in the network environment in accordance with the use of security standards[5]. Development and design is to ensure the download speed of data information, not only between the development stages, to avoid the potential risk of quality and safety, the normal operation of the server has an impact, so information download in the network environment must be avoided. Based on the construction of SOA, the developed software can be used in the state of
network access. In addition, you can start the normal function in the broken link state. The classification of database and the division of building modules are the main technologies of developing software, such as image publishing and service description of discovery services, etc. the network transmission information uses HTTP, SMTP and FTP technologies. WSDL is also a technical method related to development. This technology can choose development language, be in the state of network server connection, and combine the information in the program in the network information acquisition environment.

Software programs built on SOA architecture need an adaptive environment to implement functions. The key technology to realize SOA is to build the working environment[6]. All functions can be realized in the network environment. Some information of the software program needs to be accessed through the network platform. But it also requires existing functionality. In the broken state, activate some existing functions and save the data generated in the software operation locally. UDDI technology is used to define the form of following SOA software program operations. Users can customize various forms when operating software functions, such as defining the operation mode and information acquisition mode of web server. Software has different functions, and the form of server functions often changes, but the final optimization technology has obvious integration. In the software application technology management, after selecting the operation method, it can effectively query the login information[7]. Due to various problems in the process of technical application, the server public file can also effectively describe it. The general problem is that when the network is connected, you can repair it by yourself, but some more complex problems, programs, are being executed. When they are being executed, they remind the operators of the problem of manual operation. After understanding the problem, it is necessary to deal with it. The selected operation method will be updated after problem research and synthesis, and the operation method can be selected by combining multiple technologies. However, the security of data in use must always be given priority. Only to ensure the security of the database, without affecting the realization of various functions.

4. SOA Application Instance

4.1. Application of Computer Teaching Management System

SOA architecture and component software programs are most commonly used to teach management systems. SOA Software Technology is used in the teaching management system, which is established for the realization of distance teaching without time and place constraints[8]. It is very convenient to analyze student performance data. In distance education, the perfect structure system is reflected in the overall level of technology application. SOA architecture is characterized by wide area distribution. CMI system can be used to analyze all kinds of data produced in the teaching process and extra components of the teaching process, including the parts that need to be further improved in distance education. Through the construction of distance education system, the management system can meet the application requirements in different situations, and can carry out the routine division of teachers' teaching function and students' learning function. The computer teaching management system can be used in normal teaching state. In the development of software learning, it can be divided into the elements of different problems with students' learning. Computer education management has independent learning function. According to the different functions proposed in the operation in the learning state, the current software operation status can be changed. In the case of more efficient control management, SOA structure is used to teach management software, and the software functions are more diverse[9]. Different from the existing technology, the most remarkable feature of this technology is the real-time popularization of information and data. In the process of developing distance education curriculum, the segmentation of the structured curriculum can avoid the delay or pause of audio education information. In the national standards of distance education, the following requirements are designated as the interoperability of Education Management: the same course can be used in different CMI systems; the programs that need to be developed on different computers must be combined in CMI systems; the development route of one
CMI system can be moved to another CMI system. Students' data can be analyzed simply.

4.2. Design of CMI System Based on SOA

In addition to computer education management system, SMI system can also be designed based on SOA technology. First, the external service request is constructed, and the firewall department is set as security. Information requests that ensure the absolute security of data sources can enter the ESB stage after testing, that is, the internal request stage of the server[10]. The start-up function of the data access layer is completed through the real-time connection between the internal request and the database. After data access, the final data source is exit. User interface, interaction and function among them, and monitoring and control function of firewall on main functions. WsServices constructs the user program composition structure, and enters the final integration stage in the structure system according to various requirements. After the configuration of the system is constructed and the direction of the software application is determined, the function can be used to enter a more secure state, especially in the software function integration stage. In the network environment, it can meet different needs and enter a more secure state.

5. Conclusion

SOA represents the emergence of standardized, loosely coupled and rough software architecture, as well as new software development ideas that are not constrained by specific technology implementation. Of course, the technology of SOA services has reached SOA. It plays an important role in the process of maturity. "From the perspective of SOA, emphasizing service in different platforms and development environments is one of the several choices of current distributed technology. This article is about the current state of SOA and the background of its advantageous architecture. Introduced and analyzed the implementation methods and other aspects! Also introduced as SOA installation technology services. Finally, the service is illustrated in detail with specific examples of SOA development. Thanks to the unique advantages of SOA, it conforms to the trend of software development in the future, and will become the new generation mainstream of thorough research and fierce competition among major software suppliers.
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